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In [l] the first author conjectured that if f and g are two nonlinear 
entire functions, at least one of them transcendental, then the composite 
function fo g has infinitely many fixed points. This conjecture was proven 
in the case when f and g satisfy certain growth conditions, in particular 
whenfand g are of finite order [2]. It is also known that the conjecture is 
true when one off or g is a non-linear polynomial [ 11. In the present 
paper we shall discuss the case wherefis a non-linear rational function and 
g is transcendental meromorphic. We are able to characterize all suchfand 
g whose composition yields at most finitely many fix-points. 
In order to procede with this characterization we shall need the following 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 1 [4 3. Let 1 and h be any nonzero polynomials in z. Then there 
always exist entire solutions Ic/ and cp of 
e2+lq2=h, (1) 
unless for some complex number a and positiue integer CL, z-a divides h to 
the exact power 2a - 1 while (z - a)2a divides 1. 
DEFINITION. A functional equation 
$2+I,q2=h,, (2) 
where 1, and h, are nonzero polynomials with 1, dividing 1and h, dividing 
h, will be said to be constructively equivalent o (1) if and only if one can 
construct an algorithm for producing two polynomials p(z) and r(z) such 
that whenever I+G, and q, are entire solutions of (2) then $ = p(x) I,$~(z) 
and cp = t(z) cp ,(z) are entire solutions of (1) and, conversely, every pair of 
entire solutions of (1) is of the form p(z) l(/,(z) and t(z) q,(z) for entire 
solutions $,(z) and q,(z) of (2). 
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LEMMA 2 [4]. Each equation of type (1) which actually has at least one 
pair of entire solutions is constructively equivalent to some equation of the 
f orm 
II/’ + qp(P* = 4419 (3) 
where p, q, and q1 are relatively prime nonzero polynomials and q has no 
multiple zeros. 
The next lemma describes the structure of the general solution of (3). 
LEMMA 3 [4]. Let us choose branches of & and &. A pair of 
entire functions $ and cp are a solution of (3) tf and only if they are of the 
f orm 
* = JiGi N/iG(z)) (4) 
cp = &x cm (JG Y(Z)), (5) 
where y(z) may be any multiple valued function which is analytic and single 
valued on the complex plane with suitable cuts from the zeros of pqql to 
z= 00 removed such that: (i) at each zero zj of q, y(z)-n,~(&))’ is 
UndytiC for SOme integer nj, (ii) at each Zero zk Of p, y-(/k + $). A(&)-’ is 
analytic at z = zk for some integer lk, (iii) ateach zero z, of q1 of multiplicity 
mr3 y(z) + itri log(z - z,)(&))’ is analytic for some integer t,, 
-m, 6 t, < m,, such that $(mr + t,) is an integer, and (iv) given a solution 
pair *I and cp , and an associated y, say y 1, then y2 is another associated y if 
and only tf&(y,--y,)=2n,n for some integer n,. 
LEMMA 4 [4]. Let s(z) equal the product of the distinct zeros of ql(t). 
For each p, q, q,, and sets of integers nj, lk, and t,, as in Lemma 3, there 
exists a function y,(z) satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3 concerning y(z). 
Further, y,(z) may be written in the form 
for some polynomial h(t) and some complex number a which is not a zero of 
P441. 
In the special case when q, p, and q, are nonzero constants (4) and (5) 
reduce to 
LEMMA 5 [3]. A pair of entire functions $ and rp are a solution of 
**+cp*= 1 (6) 
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$ = sin(y(z)) (7) 
cp = COS(Y(Z)), (8) 
where y is any entire function. 
We are now prepared to state our main result: 
THEOREM 1. Let f(w)=P,(w)/Pz(w), where P)(w) and PZ(w) are 
relatively prime polynomials not both linear and let g(z) be any transcenden- 
tal meromorphic function. If max(deg P,, deg P2) > 2 then f 0 g has infinitely 
many fixed points. If max(deg P,, deg Pz) = 2 then entire and meromorphic 
g such that f 0 g has a prescribed finite number of fixed points do exist and 
all such g are characterized by Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 above. 
Proof Given P,(y)/P,(y), where PI(y) and PZ(y)~@[y] (here C 
reepresents the complex numbers) are relatively prime. Write 
Pl(y)/P,(y)-z as q,(y, z)/P*(y). If q,(y, z) has a repeated root p, then 
so 
PI(Y) P*(Y) =o 
Pi(Y) WY) 
at y = p. (9) 
If Eq. (9) is an identity, then P,(y) and PZ( y) are proportional, which 
contradicts he fact hat they are relatively prime. If Eq. (9) is not an iden- 
tity then pe C. But then P,(u) -zPz(p) = 0 for C(E C and hence 
P,(u) = P*(p) = 0, contradiction. Therefore, ql( y, z) = P,(y) - zPz( y) has 
no repeated zeros. By Theorem III of [5], if q(z, y) has no repeated roots 
and has degree 3 3 in y then there cannot exist any meromorphic function 
g such that q(z, g) has no zero or only a finite number of zeros. Therefore 
P,(g)/Pz(g) has an infinite number of fixed points for all transcendental g 
unless 
max(deg P,, deg PZ) d 2. (10) 
The linear case is trivial. The interesting remaining case is when equality 
holds in (10). Then deg, q(y, z) = 2. Set q( y, z) = ay* + By + y, where ~1, /?, 
and y are at most linear in z. If PI(g) - zP,( g) and Pz(g) have a common 
zero in C, we again get a contradiction. Set g = g,/g,, where g, and g2 are 
relatively prime entire functions. IfQ(Z) is a polynomial having as its zeros 
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the zeros of P,(g)/P,(g) - z, with the same multiplicity, hen for some 
entire function a(z), 
+y=P,(g)-zP,(g)= Q(Z) e@’ 
D(z) ’ 
where D(z) = gz unless a divides g, and deg, a = 1. Thus, 
ag: + fig, g, + yg: = P(z) e’(‘), (11) 
where P(z) = Q(Z) if a does not divide g, or deg= a = 0, P(z) = aQ(z) if a 
divides g, and deg, a = 1. Thus dividing both sides of (11) by err(‘) and 
completing the square we get 
( agle -“2+Pg* epo/2 2 2 ) +(,a--:) (g2e-“/2)=aP. (12) 
Let H,=ag,e-“‘2+(~/2)g2e-“‘2 and H1=g2ePU’2. Then (12) is of the 
form 
Hf + (ya - p2/4) Hz = aP. (13) 
By virtue of Lemma 1 (13) always has solutions unless for some complex 
number b, z - b divides ap to an odd power and z - b divides ya - f12/4 to 
next higher (even) power. In this case, since ay - p2/4 is at most quadratic, 
it must be infact quadratic and a square. Thus P,(y) - zP2(y) would be 
factorable over C(z). By Gauss’s lemma [6] if the a, fi, y are relatively 
prime over C(z), then the linear factors must be (expressible) in C(z). Since 
q(y, z) = P,(y) - zP2( v) is at most linear in z, it follows that q,( y, z) has a 
complex root, which clearly leads to a contradiction. Ifa, /I. y are not 
relatively prime, then we can divide out a linear factor and still conclude 
that q,(y) has a complex root, again a contradiction. Thus, we always have 
entire solutions H, and H, for (13). 
The fact that H, and H, are entire need not give rise to entire g, and g, 
(only to entire g2). Notice 
(H,+i,/mH,)(H,-i,/mH,)=aP. (14) 
We may assume that a is of degree 1 in z (for otherwise there is nothing 
to prove). Suppose a divides ,/s, then a2 divides ay - /I214 and a 
divides fl and thus y as well. But this again implies that q(y, z) has complex 
roots, contradiction. From the definition fH, and H, and the fact hat g, 
and g, are relatively prime, it follows that H, and H, cannot both be 
divisible by a. Thus, exactly one of the factors on the left side of (14) is 
divisible by a. Without any loss of generality we may assume that a = z. 
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Then at z = 0, one and only one of 
(0 6 - (P/2) H2 
(ii) H, + (P/2) H2 
vanishes. If (i) vanishes, then g, is clearly entire. If (ii) vanishes, then use 
the solution pair H,, -H, instead of H, and H,, so again g, is entire. 
Thus, we have shown that entire solution pairs g, and g, of (11) exist, so 
that for any given rational function f(w), we have found meromorphic 
functions g = g,/g, such that f( g) have finitely many fixed points. For any 
given f the class of all meromorphic solutions g such that f 0 g has fixed 
points at z,, z2 ,..., z, are characterized by Lemmas 2, 3, and 4, where p(z) 
in (11) is either Q(z)=(z-z,)(z-z2)...(z-zZ,) or p(z)=crQ(z) if LY 
divides g, and deg, CI = 1. 
Though Theorem 1 via Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 characterizes the most 
general rational f and meromorphic g such that fo g has finitely many 
prescribed fixed points, the characterization is rather complex. For a 
somewhat less general situation the characterization ca be stated in simple 
closed form. In particular, we shall characterize the set of all polynomials 
and meromorphic functions g such that p 0 g has no fixed points. Clearly, 
by virtue of what we already said, we may assume that deg P = 2 and 
without loss of generality we may assume that P(w) = w* + 1 or P(w) = w2. 
Since both forms of P lead to the same characterization of g, we shall 
assume P to have the first form. 
THEOREM 2. P 0 g has no ,fixed points if and only if g(z) is of the form 
g(z) = (1 - zp* cot(y( 1- z)(1’2)) 
where y(z) is an arbitrary entire function of the form 
y(z) = S(z) + 7112, (15) 
where S(z) is an odd function and n is any integer. 
Proof. We may write g(z)=g,(z)/g,(z), where g, and gZ are entire. 
Since Peg has no fixed points we may write 
g:/g: + 1 - z = em/g:, (16) 
where a is an entire function. Equation (16) yields 
gT+g<(l -z)=e’. (17) 
We may replace z by cos*z, then (17) becomes 
g:(cos’ z) + gz(cos2z) sin2z = e5(cos2ZJ (18) 
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or 
gi( 1 - sin2z) + g2,(1 - sin2 z) sin’ z = e”” -Ssln2z)S 
Let u = sin2z and let 
g:(u) = g,(l - U’) 
ew2b(l - u*1 
and g;(U)-@1-u2)u 
e(l/2)a(l -J) ’ (20) 
then ( 19) yields 
Ig%41” + c&Y~)1’= 1. (21) 
r Applying Lemma 5 to Eq. (21) yields 
g?(u) = cosMu)) and g? = sin(W), (22) 
where y(u) is an arbitrary entire function in u. Equations (20) and (21) 
yield 
g,(l _ U’) =g:(U) e(‘/2Ml -u*1= cos(r(u)) eWWl -u2) 
(23) 
and 
g2(l _ u2) =g:(U) e(“2)m(1 -u2) = sin(y(u)) e(1/2)“(‘-u2) 
U u 
(24) 
Equations (23) and (24) yield 
g,(u) = cos(y(1 - u)(“*)) e(‘i2)D(U) (25) 
and 
g&4 = 
sin(y( 1 _ u)C112)) e(112)P(u) 
(1 _u)w2) ’ (26) 
where y and /I may be assumed to be arbitrary entire functions. One can 
readily verify that g, is entire if and only if y(u) is of the form (15) and our 
theorem follows from (25) and (26). 
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